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We work with buyers like you every day, and many tell us they’re overwhelmed. You might be bombarded with ERP 
exception messages, overloaded with data, and frequently interrupted. With customer demand constantly changing, 
today’s priorities may be wrong tomorrow, and it’s hard to know where to focus your attention.

Your decisions make a huge impact on the business, and the work that goes into them is highly complicated. 
While the rest of your organization guesses at what’s driving inventory issues, you’re in the thick of it every day, 
juggling priorities and taking action. Ultimately, you just want to head home feeling confident you made the right 
decisions, and we’ve created a tool designed specifically to help you do that. Here are four ways your workday 
could look different with LeanDNA Inventory Analytics.

Spend less time on reporting
Rather than spending time chasing down data and working with spreadsheets and macros, you can rely on 
automated, up-to-date reports showing your excess inventory issues, shortages, and more. Get all the data at your 
fingertips to make better decisions each day.

How much time do you spend each day searching for or crunching data?

Score quick wins that make an impact now
Instead of relying on an ERP exception messages report or a custom reporting solution to know which inventory 
issues to tackle first, LeanDNA uncovers the top opportunities for you—automatically. Take action with confidence, 
knowing you’re addressing the right tasks to impact the business’s bottom line.

How do you figure out what to do first every day when you get to work?

Show your team the root cause of inventory issues
When you’re called on to explain your purchasing priorities and decisions, you’ll have data to tell the whole story, 
help identify root causes, and prevent issues from recurring. Educate the business about what’s working and 
what’s not, and be the hero who drives meaningful process improvements.

How often have you told your colleagues you made the best decision with the data you had?

Get more done with fewer meetings and emails
Collaborate with your team on inventory issues from within a single platform, where you can assign tasks to others 
and review past communications for context. When everyone’s working within one tool, referencing the same 
data, you’ll need fewer meetings and less email back-and-forth.

How much time are you spending on unnecessary meetings and email responses?
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